Ver-Taal.com - Interactive Learning Games
This rich learning portal has a number of exercises for helping you improve your vocabulary, like crossword puzzles and memory. The games include pictures and audio.

Moddou - Fun Exercises
Here you can find nicely-designed exercises that provide a fun way to learn French. There are various topics to choose from with audio content.

TV5 Monde - Various Fun Exercises
In the section "Les jeux de lettres", TV5 Monde provides a number of different entertaining exercises in and about the French language. The Button "Langue française" leads you to another section of the website with entertaining exercises.

Bonjour de France - Learning Games
This extensive learning portal has a section dedicated to learning French with games. By completing different exercises like "board games", hangman, crossword puzzles and more, you can improve your language skills. Organised by level of difficulty.

Bescherelle - Interactive Flash Games
On this site you can find several well-designed flash games that test your knowledge of French in four different levels. Choose from a memory game, a quiz, and a board game – all with colourful animations and high-quality audio.

Jeux de mots - Hangman
This site has large selection of hangman games. Choose your desired theme or topic to target a specific set of vocabulary.